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The task is to finish implementation of a ROS node for simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm
on 2D laser scans (point clouds). Use this source archive as a starting point. It
contains the following catkin packages:
• aro slam The ICP SLAM package to finish.
• transforms3d A third-party library for conversion between various transformation representations.
• point cloud color A library for conversion of laser scans to point clouds,
with compensation of robot movement.
• voxel map A library for volumetric mapping, needed for building the
occupancy grid.
Namely, implement function icp within module aro slam.icp, aro slam/
src/aro slam/icp.py, and get familiar with the node calling the icp function,
aro slam/scripts/icp slam 2d. Implement the function according to its documentation and the following lecture slides:
• ICP algorithm (partially covers [1]),
• absolute orientation (argminR∈SO(3),t∈R3
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kRpi + t − qi k2 ; covers [2]).

Implement the outlier rejection (line 3 in the ICP algorithm) as follows. Let
C = {(pi , qi )}i be the set of correspondences from the nearest neighbor search
(from line 2), i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and di the distance between corresponding points,
di = kpi − qi k. Construct the set of inlier correspondences C 0 to be used in
optimization of R, t (at line 4):
C 0 = {(pi , qi ) | di ≤ rQd (p)},
using p-quantile of the distances di , Qd (p), and a multiplier r. Corresponding
parameters of the icp functions are inlier ratio = p, inlier dist mult = r.
To test the whole ICP SLAM node, you can use the following launch files:
roslaunch aro slam bag.launch
roslaunch aro slam bag.launch with odom:=0
roslaunch aro slam live.launch
I encourage you to test the icp function separately before the overall SLAM
test.
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